BRODA's Tools for Choosing the Right Chair

Each individual has specific needs and conditions that need to be considered when choosing a chair. Broda offers various tools to help caregivers select the correct chair that meets the individual needs of each patient.

BRODA's Guide to Determining the Appropriate BRODA Chair Model was designed to help caregivers easily identify the appropriate chair suited for each individual's needs, taking into consideration the conditions and issues that each patient may face. Click here to see the BRODA's Guide to determining the Appropriate BRODA Chair model.
BRODA also offers additional detailed guides outlining the criteria of needs and medical justification to further ensure that the chair that has been selected is correctly suited. Visit our Seating & Positioning tab on our Resources page to read medical justifications for each chair.

Working with your equipment provider,

BRODA can help you offer the utmost in comfort for your patients
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